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By LYNN TRA VERS

When the team point totals were

tallied at the end of the NCAA
Division III swimming championships the Kenyon Lords came
out ahead for the second consecutive
year Their point score of 3 19 topped
that of second place Johns Hopkins
which notched 272
Gregg Parinis individual performance was perhaps the single
most outstanding feature of the
three- day competition although the
consistently high level of effort put
forth by the entire team was
responsible for the victory Parini
broke four national records in the 50
and 100 meter freestyle individual
events and as a member of the 400
meter medley and freestyle relay
teams

j

Besides Parini Coach Jim Steen
cited several team members as instrumental in attaining the National
Championship He first noted the
leadership of the team captains Joe
Wilson
Steve Counsell
and Jim
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Year Jim Steen celebrates Kenyon s National Championship

Council Disagrees With
Senate on Common Hour
By LYNN

TRAVERS

variety of topics
Council meeting
held Monday March 23
Council President Dan Mechem
first announced that certain College
awards would soon be made Among
these is the Anderson Cup awarded
annually to
the student who in the
opinion of the undergraduates and
the faculty has done the most for
Kenyon during the current year
Council discussed the possibility of
conducting some sort of screening
process for nominees for this award
instead of the present system of
entirely open nominations Treasurer
Keith Krusz stated that due to the
ambigous nature
of the criteria
this would be inappropriate
There
was a general agreement of Council
on this statement
The Generators concert scheduled
for April 4 was included in the Social
Board report This will be a dance
concert held in Gund Commons
Keith Krusz told Council that
Budget hearings will take place
during the second week of April For
these student organizations will
submit their budgets for the 1981- 82
academic year and the Finance
Committee will discuss what they feel
s the
appropriate allocation of the
Student Activities fee for each group
They will then pass on their
recommendations to Council who
Discussions on a
marked the Student

t

has final approval

Krusz also

explained that

a

seminar on leadership and financial
management will be conducted this
sPfing
One member of each
organization
requesting funds will
have

t

to be present in order for that

group to receive its

allocation
Building and Grounds
cmmittee again emphasized that
Mddle Path Day will be April 18
Ascension lawn
Old Kenyon the
The
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downtown area and the grounds
near the ARC will be the speciric
targets of these efforts
Under Old Business Council
considered the Common Hour A
letter sent by English Professor Perry
Lentz was read to Council He

outlined problems that students
encountered when the Common

Hour was in force during his time as
a Kenyon student Council discussed
these difficulties and in a vote went

against

the

subject
housing

of

Common

Hour

However this vote cannot directly
result in any action since Senate has
already approved the Hour Mechem
did point out though that this vote
had served a purpose in that it was a
reflection of student opinion
Keith Krusz then brought up the
as

of
distribution
discussion
the

moved to New Business He outlined a plan where representatives
from campus organizations would
come to a Council meeting to present
their views or have them presented by
persons who had discussed this issue
with them Representatives and
guests were then assigned to various
students and administrators to talk to
about attending this forum
Vassar Clements was announced to
be the choice as the main musical
attraction for Summer Send- Off
when Tom Hedge gave the AllCollege Events Committee report
This band was chosen over the other
alternative McGuffey Lane because
College
that group appeared at the
Committee
the
and
ago
years
two
wanted to present a group that had
not been here so recently
As the last item Dougal McKinley
go to
asked members of Council to
any
find
and
their constituents
possible problems concerning fire
safety which may be of note He then
said that they could report their
findings at the next meeting

NCAA Championship
Parker Wilson described by Steen
set a
as inspirational to the team
national mark in the 400 meter IM
as well as taking second place in the
200 IM and eighth in the 200 butterfly and Counsell placed eighth in
the 200 meter backstroke Although
he did not compete in this meet
Parker was praised by his coach for
in
giving unselfishly of himself
aiding his teammates in their efforts
Additionally Steen states that the
four freshmen members of the

performed

National delegation
admirably
All-

as all of them achieved

Steve Neri

American status

in three individual freestyle
with an eighth in the 200 a
tenth in the 500 and a twelfth in the
1250 The other places made were
Michael Solomons sixth in the 200
butterfly Brian Horgans tenth in

placed
events

the 200 backstroke

Loomiss

twelfth

in

and Peter
the 200

breaststroke
Sophomore Chris Shedd also had
an excellent meet he was a member
of the two national record- setting

relay teams and placed third in the
200 backstroke In the 800 free relay
he joined Parini Kim Peterson and
Dave Dininny in setting the new
standard at 65033 He also swam
anchor in the 400 free relay which
came in at 30594 This was the final
event of the meet and provided the
exciting finish which the occasion
deserved
Coach Steen was honored as the

Coach of the Year for the third time
in four years When presented with
the award he not only recognized the
mens team but also that of
Kenyons women who sent eight
women to their national championships and placed all of them as
Ail- Americans
Besides those already mentioned
members of the Kenyon mens team
who made All- American by placing
in the top twelve in an event were
Jack Emens Bill Derks John
Robrock and Scott Sterling The
Lords broke five national records
and garnered six first place finishes in
the process of nailing down their
championship

Senior Bicyclist Scott Paisley Awarded
Watson Fellowship Will Study in Europe
BySUZY APEL
Scott Paisley a Kenyon senior has
recently been awarded a Thomas J
Watson Fellowship to study the art
of bicycle construction in Europe

Scott summarized his intention

briefly by stating that he plans to
study bicycle frame- building and
ultimately design a better bicycle for
commuting and touring purposes
The Watson Fellowship Program
was initiated in 1968 to provide
college graduates of unusual promise
with the opportunity to spend a postgraduate year of independent study
and travel abroad The Fellowship
consists of a grant 10000 for single
or 14000 for married students to
allow Fellows the opportunity for a
focused disciplined and thorough
exploration of a particular interest
The interest must be pursued outside
the US and independent of any
institute of education
Seventy Watson Fellowships are
awarded each year chosen from 180
candidates nominated to the
Foundation from among fifty private
colleges and universities throughout
the US Criteria for selection include
integrity leadership capacity and
potential for creative achievement
within a chosen field A unique
characteristic of the Watson as Scott
pointed out is that Grades arent a
major factor in the selection process
Although my grades arent tl bad
communally they wouldnt have
gotten me a Rhodes or a Marshall
In order to receive Kenyons
nomination Scott was required to
present his highly- researched
proposal twice to Kenyon facultystudent subcommittees last fall The
subcommittee eventually narrowed
the field to four nominees whose
applications and proposals were then
forwarded to the Foundation An
by a Watson
hour- long interview
representative was the final stage of
the process for the four candidates
inScott admitted that after his
myself
convinced
I had
terview
that I wasnt going to get the
However due to an
Fellowship
unexpected delay which kept him on

Scott Paisley hopes to design a better bicycle
serve as an apprentice in Londons
campus a day longer than planned
best retail bicycle shop Condor
Scott received notification of his
Cycles The goal of this stage is to
for
leaving
Kenyon
award before
Spring break Obviously as Scott consolidate designs for a prototypical
upon
It made for a nice model fo the bicycle based
stated
with urban comexperience
both
vacation
interchange of ideas
Scott has organzied three stages of muting and the
customers at the
and
mechanics
with
his
of
his study toward the realization
shop
ultimate goal to design and build an
Finally 12 months will be spent
improved commuting and touring
with
Englands most diversified cycle
cycle He will leave in mid- June for
of Leeds
Milano Italy where he will begin the builder Mr Bob Jackson

first stage of the plan He has
arranged contacts in Italy France
and England the centers of world
bicycle production to get a broad
overview of the current state of
bicycle building The tour naturally
to be done by bicycle will conclude
in England where builders are
typically more diversified and
maintain a greater interest in touring
and using the cycle as a practical
vehicle During Stage Two Scott will

Here Scott will learn the art of
bicycle building which he emphasized Is definitely an art or I
guess it could be called a craft
Through the specific knowledge
gained from his work with Mr
Jackson Scott hopes to finish his
designs and complete his prototype
frame and cycle
Scotts interest in bicycling extends
far back in his life he rode in his first
continued on page three
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Common Opinion Needed
The proposed Common Hour could provide a valuable meeting time
for all members of the College community However unless properly
implemented it could result in increased separation between students
faculty and administration
Since the Common Hour makes regular meetings of these groups an
institution it could easily result in merely stiff formal relations
Resentments could build between the students faculty and administration and this could lead to less of the informal mingling which
we have now Separation and animosity seem an almost inevitable
result of such a decline
But this would not have to happen While difficulties have come
about in profusion when the idea was instituted in the past at Kenyon
and at other schools it is not unfeasible that Kenyon having the
example of these past failures would be able to take steps to avoid the
previous pitfalls Motions in this direction have indeed already been
taken Senate has provided that enforced attendance a source of most
of the past problems would not be a feature of the reinstituted
Common Hour
While one difficulty is solved by making attendance optional this in
itself creates problems On occasion or perhaps as a matter of course a
sizeable number of students may choose not to participate in the
scheduled activities This could cause ill feelings on the part of faculty
and administration
Pains were taken to schedule the Common Hour at a time when there
were few class meetings however it is simply impossible to displace a
class in the middle of the day and not cause some displeasure Students
will be faced with an increased number of 800 classes to make up for
the loss of the late morning period This could cause animosity were
not the programs responsible for the inconvenience and restriction in
class choice of sufficient utility to justify them
It is obvious that there are strong convincing arguments both for and
aeainst the Common Hour It was even impossible for Student Council
and the College Senate to agree on the subject Senate was enthusiastic
over the proposal while it was narrowly defeated in a recent Student
Council vote conducted to get the opinions of its members This
divisiveness between these two groups which represent the opinions of
the students should serve as a warning to thise involved in the planning
of the Common Hour They should take further steps to avoid the
possibility of this institution causing more resentment than open interaction
It seems that the most representative way of solving the dilemma
would be for Council to conduct a campus- wide referendum on the
Common Hour This vote should be conducted in the residences as it
has the potential to effect a sweeping change on the nature of College
communication A referendum would allow the students at large to
demonstrate whether they feel these changes would be more likely to be
positive or negative

Congratulations Champions
With a vocal contingent of white- hatted supporters cheering them on
Kenyons indomitable mens swimming team captured its second
consecutive NCAA Division III Championship The Collegian would
like to add its praise to plethora of accolades being heaped upon one of
the finest groups of swimmers ever to participate in Division III

competition
Jim Steen was named Coach of the Year for the third time in the past
four years a remarkable achievement one that is surely richly deserved Steen has molded and guided each of the squads under his tutelage
to perform to its utmost potential and the results of his work are
obvious The winning tradition here at Kenyon is sure to continue for
many years under Steens dedicated guidance
The members of the squad turned in truly outstanding performances
at Oberlin the team tallied six first- place finishes shattering five
national records in the process Junior Gregg Parini garnered two new
individual national marks and was part of the two relay teams which
broke previous Division III standards Dave Dininny blew his competitors out of the pool in the 200 year freestyle to set yet another
national record And to sway any doubts that may have lingered
regarding the Lords supremacy 14 Kenyon swimmers earned AllAmerican honors
For your numerous accomplishments this season we congratulate
you the swimming Lords and look forward to another fine performance next year
The

Kenyon
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Lonely Inmate
To the Editor
Just recently I came upon your
address concerning the College in
the current issue of Express
Magazine First of all please allow
me to tell you a little about myself I
am 28 years old 60 in height and
weigh 170 pounds I have blonde
hair and blue eyes I graduated from
high school in 1970 and entered the
military I served 5 years 6 months in
the Army with two years of duty in
Vietnam attached to the 10th Special
Forces I was discharged in 1975 and
that is when my life and human
dignity began to fall apart
I turned to a life of crime as they
say but it was nothing of a violent or
serious nature In July of 1977 1 was
convicted and sentenced to 32 to 20
years in prison which I am currently
serving You may find this difficult
to believe but I am a very sincere
individual and a very downtoe- arth

guy But I am also a very lonely guy
which is why I am writing to you

with the hope that you are kind
enough to publish my name in your
newspaper I realize that I may sound
crazy but I only ask that you receive
my letter with understanding and
that you please do not stereotype me
as many people do concerning a man
in prison
I do thank you for your
time and
hope for your consideration

University of Nevada Reno Getting
a reputation as an art critic for my
many reviews and theoretical pieces
which appear in a wide range of
journals mass media to avantgarde

Next year I will be moving to
Berkeley and teaching at California
State University Hayward The an
and music faculty there are terrific
new wave and hip

I

Sincerely yours
Mark Ducic

149- 803
Box 45699
Lucasville Ohio 45699

PO

Mark Levy Checks In
To the Editor

Have abandoned painting to write
Performances Pieces The latest is
Terrible Sunlight and the characters
are Miss Outrageous Nevada
Johnny Edge and Howard Hughes
Valencia Tool and Die Company an
alternate gallery space in SF is
interested in putting it on
next fall
I hope Kenyon College is not
slow death for you It certainly was
for me

This letter is a progress report for
my fans at Kenyon It has been a
most exciting year for me at the

Best

Mark Leu

Reagan Offering the American People a
Distorted View of the El Salvador Situation
By BRYAN SNYDER

One should never overestimate the
level of awareness of the American
public on both national and
international issues This can be
dramatically illustrated by a street
poll taken by The Mount Vernon
News on the topic of El Salvador
Only six of ten people questioned
had an opinion of whether the US
should send aid of any type to El
Salvador Of those six three said
they needed to know more about the
situation before making any
decisions
The few that responded
felt that the situation was becoming
another Vietnam and we should have
no part of it
The parallel with Vietnam is
appropriate
yet the Reagan
administration denies the obvious
and releases General Haig to sell the
press
on
the international
Communist conspiracy and other
geists to legitimate American
imperialism
The American press has been
accomodating
the
Generals

diatribes The most notable example
designed to scare liberals back into
silence has appeared in the New
York Times Magazine In her article

not good but getting better under
Duarte Articles featuring happy
peasants a land redistribution

portrayed

reforms in the military and the Junta
abound All these could work if not

Claire

Sterling

international terrorism as aided and
abetted by the Soviet Union in a
systematic and organized fashion
Through some form of deduction she
concludes that Left- wing terrorism

is

not

built

upon

authentic

revolutionary goals of justice and
equity for the working class It seeks
everywhere to dismantle free

societies

forcing constitutional

governments to behave like police
states And civilians paired with the
terrorists are peculiarly exposed to
manipulation by the Networks
Soviet sponsor
Such conclusions
could conjure up a belief in the
liberal mindset that perhaps there is
or ought to be a centrist government
in El Salvador under Duarte as there
was a moderate freedom- loving
government under Diem
Furthering the mirage of a centrist
regime was a series of front page articles in The New York Times from
its El Salvador correspondent The
series depicted the situation there as

program that

is

working

for the leftists and their
connection
used in

and

Soviet

the same line of

Diems

hope

regime

The parallels with Vietnam are
numerous and relevant yet even in
the Carter years we were being sold
an image and outlook of the events in
El Salvador This selling has apparently become only Red Scare
salesmanship by the General and
others who have to rely on gimmicks
such as the White Paper on

Communist

involvement

the

Commie Hit List in Central America
and the Latin American Domino
Theory for the American people to
allow them to intervene on a grand
scale in a cause even less popular
than their budget cuts
This weekend Kenyon will

host a

conference on Latin American
liberation struggles It promises to be
an excellent opportunity to increase
our level of awareness on this issue
and others and I urge you to attend
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Political
Forum
by DAVID

Democratic Party Responsible For Its Own Downfall
One can measure the totality of
by the lack of
unity in the Democratic party Those
liberals not targeted by God- fearing
Christians of the Moral Majority are
scampering to ally themselves with
traditionally conservative policy such
as budget and tax cuts and defense
spending hikes It seems unlikely that
liberals will regroup before much of
Reagans policies are put into law

Reagans mandate

GROSS

These days the Republican stroll
the streets of Washington with an air

of haughty optimism and conspicuous self- assuredness They are
in control of the town and the policy
that is formulated over the next four
years will demonstrate that fact
Meanwhile the Democrats are
in leaderless disarray
wandering
desperately trying to get in harmony
with the public mood It is a bad time
to be a knee- jerk liberal and the few
that are left in Congress are behaving
themselves For the time being they
are not influential statesmen but
rather curious advocates of unpopular and outmoded policy

As far as Im concerned the
liberals are getting what they deserve
They have been in power for twenty
years and have succeeded in leading
this country into economic and
military decline The criminal justice
system is in disarray and the confidence of the American people has

Reagan Administrations
Language is Deceptive
Cuba

by BILL KOCGAN
George Orwell in 1984 envisioned a
totalitarian state which maintained

control of its
an unwavering
populace Two of the primary means
by which this was to be accomplished
were the systematic distortion of the
societys linguistic syntax and a
centralized to media to ensure state
control over the flow of information
Through the last several presidencies

America

has

increasing

with

been progressing
rapidity
such a state This general

toward
trend is

in
the Reagan adevident
ministration particularly when it
comes to the distortion of the
linguistic
Reagans
syntax
bastardization of our language and
his attempts to manipulate the
media which verge on outright lief
and be seen in his dealings with
everything from economic to foreign
to military policy

The Reagan administrations
allegedly
new
revolutionary
economic program is a prime
example That the program was
initially put forth as distributing the
burden of the revolution equally
amongst the upper middle and
lower classes had to be an outright
lie because the system is grounded
on the premise that the rich must be
encouraged
at whatever cost to
society to invest This is inherently
contradictory to a government which
at least made a half- hearted attempt
to redistribute wealth from the upper
and middle to the lower class The
Reagan administration here proved
itself highly capable of using the big

theory of media manipulation
This entails telling as big a lie as
possible initially so as to mitigate the
impact of later corrections and
retractions
The Reagan administration used a
similar tactic in dealing with El
Salvador
It began its new policy
towards the conflict with a massive
media campaign
This entailed a
three- prong offensive of a painting
the left as pawans of Moscow and
lie

b creating the image that tne
a moderate

Duarte regime as
and
government

sending
diplomats to Western Europe to rally
support When the first and third
c

tour 10 years ago

and pursued

further touring and racing after that
His interest intensified during time
spent away from Kenyon in 1977
he idea of designing
an improved
cKle stemmed from realization that
the bicycles
Presents a

present structure

barrier to transportation
Particularly cited is a need for the
improved strength
and comfort of
he

present bicycle design as well as a
ned for a more efficient method of
frying parcels than is presently
Kd S0tt believes tnat a bicycle
f the
sort he envisions could serve
e

transportation and commuting

reached a low point True great
advancements in civil rights occurred
during the liberal hegemony but the
people have demanded more from
their government than modest social
improvements
Being a die- hard Democrat I
regret the pragmatic conservatism of
the liberals in Congress to say they
are in power
would be a bad
joke But it is understandable that in
times of crisis principles must be
shelved for the greatest good of
keeping ones seat Later when
Reagen loses a bit of his glow the
liberals will be in a position to regain
a bit of their influence that was
usurped in November of 1980
Though I supported Carter for
president I even wore a Gimme
Jimmy button before that black day
in November
I find him directly
responsible for the present disarray
in the Democratic Party He always
considered himself an outcast who

Doctor

owed nothing to the party and had no
ties to its traditional leadership As
president he was obliged to lead the

party

advocate
perform
all

unity

The

Democrats need to be

disciplined There are too many

cocky congressmen who go their
own way on issues that demand party
unity Now that the Democrats are
on the run perhaps they can consolidate forces and reconcile differences the Blacks and the Jews for
instance have a good deal of fencemending to do after the Andy Young
debacle over the PLO
One perverse hope of some of the
liberals is that Reagans policies will
land flat on their faces so they can
emerge from the shadows with a wide
A more
grin saying I told you so

principles and
necessary
the
organizational work to keep the
in
machine
working
order
Neglecting to do this both he and the
party got a kick in the pants from the
electorate His concession to Reagan
before the polls in the West closed on
election day was a blatant slap in the
face of the party The Democrats in
California were left at a great
disadvantage with theirleader crushed
in admitted defeat by four oclock in
the afternoon It was a typical Carter
gesture self- centered and senseless
its

palatable notion is the hope that
Democrats can regroup after the
conservative wave has subsided and
begin to chip away at Reagans
illiberal policies It may be a long
while before such a regrouping takes
place In fact Democrats will do well
just to hold onto their seats in 1982
If they lose the House like they did
we can expect a
the Senate
Republican hegemony until the end
of the century

Of course the task now lies in
the refurbishing of a tattered and
aimless party The best prospect for a
leader is Walter Mondale who seems
untainted by Carters insensitivity
and aloofness He is a protege of the
happy warrior Hubert Humphrey
and knows the meaning of party
loyalty and the effectiveness of party

Diet Budget ProjRAv

Remns Gush

fronts failed the administration
backed off the issue in what it
claimed was a need to keep
Americas attention on their
economic program The most important facet of Reagans delings
with Lating America is his distortion
of the language
Latin America is currently embroiled in what amounts to a regional
civil war Reagans administration
in an attempt to prepare America for
a protracted military involvement
has unconsciously set out to distort
out categories of conseptualizing
foreign politics To do so the adminstration must alienate the
meaning of such terms as terrorism

communism

and totalitarianism

from their accepted usage However
the emotional impact of these words
is retained By alienating the meaning
of the word the adminstration can
contend that the Soviets are the
source of international terrorism
while ignoring the state of patronized
terrorism which keeps the Latin
American regimes in power Because
the words retain their emotional
impact they still have the capacity to

motivate support
ministrations plans

for the

ad-

As this trend is

continued and expanded the nation
will become increasingly reactionary
in that communication with the
policy will take on an increasing
emotional and decreasingly rational
character
America from the 30s to the 50s
shifted from having an active left
element in the policy to having a
violently suppressed one If you
think the possibility of another Red
Scare is highly unlikely simply notice
the current adimnistrations use of
language Whe the situation in El
Salvador is described as part of the
international Communist conspiracy
and the mediator the most part
agrees then the bell may well have
tolled for liberal politics in America

Fellowship Goes to Paisley
continued from page one

Page i hree

needs of a large number of
Americans
While overseas Scotts obligations
to the Watson Foundation are
minimal He must present quarterly
progress reports to the Foundation
and submit a final evaluation of his
experience and an accounting of the
Fellowship funds upon return to the
US When he does exhaust his

Scott

is

resources and returns
Ill have good
hopeful that

credentials for picking up a paid
apprenticeship with an American
builder I need more training The
primary idea will be to work on what
I have been working on designing a
better commuting bicycle

Proposals to Cut Energy Expenditures
Threaten Viable Valuable Programs
By KIM GEIGER
andBECCA BENNETT
President Reagan has proposed to
federal expenditures
reduce
especially in the area of energy
where he and his advisors say they
would like to see the marketplace
decide energy priorities Government
subsidies to Carters synthetic fuels
program for instance will be cut
entirely on the assumption that
private corporations will finish the
job of research and development in
this area Ninety- nine million dollars
will be sliced from the Solar
Budget
at the
Development
Department of Energy
The suggestion is that states would
community
any
undertake
development of solar projects Thus
these and other federally sponsored
research programs such as Energy
for the Poor and the Energy Conservaton Program will be cut under
Economic
the Reagan- Stockman
program
Recovery
Nuclear energy also falls under the
to be cut
ax with an overwhelming
from federal subsidies to the nuclear
industry Since 1949 40 billion has
gone to subsidizing commercial
research and development of nuclear
power This industry plagued as it
and
accidents
has been by
skyrocketing construction costs
could not in fact survive without
continued government funding
The costly burden of the capitalintensive nature of nuclear power has
1

form of energy over what could be
some quite viable safe cheap and
clean renewable forms of energy In
an era of dwindling resources and
increasing austerity the latter seems

made it no longer feasible for private
industry to bear the burden at all
What does this mean for energy in
the future Obviously precedence
will be given to an unsafe expensive

more and more practical
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Red
Blood
Program
Cross
the
April
Ohio
On Wednesday
Central
will hold its semi- annual Kenyon blood drive in the Gund Game Room
from 10 am to 4 pm Sign- ups will be held in Peirce and Gund Dining
Halls on March 26 27 28 and 28 at lunch and dinner The groups
goal for this year is 150 pints
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This Weeks Projections

Being There OOO
Fri Mar 27 8 pm Rosse Sat
Mar 28 12 am Rosse Sun Mar

OOO

29 10 pm Rosse
Being There is a must- see film on
three counts First it has one of the
most fantastic plots to ever make it to
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the screen successfully Chance
Peter Sellers has grown up with
virtually no contact with other
humans His constant companion
has been the many televisions
scattered around his living quarters
and it is from television that he has
learned his language manners and
short attention span Never having
had any experience with the real
world he is an embodiment of innocence When he must finally leave
his home he is swept up into the
highest echelons of government and
industry and is seen by those around
him as a kind of folk messiah
Secondly it is the best adaptation
of a work of literature into film in
recent memory due primarily to the
fact that Jerzy Kozinsky wrote both
book and screenplay It is particularly interesting to note that
Kozinsky has made the film more
optimistic than the novel it is still a
black comedy but much of the
bitterness is gone
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WoosterTrio Review

Mozart to Joplin A
By

PARKER MONROE

One of Kenyons musical fortes a
small but enthusiastic audience
was on hand Tuesday evening in

Rosse to hear performances of

Milhaud
Bartok
Mozart
Stravinsky and JopTin by the

Wooster Trio Comprised ot a piano
violin and clarinet the group
provided some variety to this
listeners usual musical diet
The combination of piano clarinet
and violin is a relatively unusual one

Fri Mar 27 1030 pm Rosse
Sat Mar 28 8 pm Rosse
Concentrating on the beginning of

the

American

involvement

there was a proper balance
between the instruments the interchanges between them seemed
mechanical and the overall effect was
uninspiring Perhaps my lack of
enthusiasm for their performance
was due to my unfamiliarity with that
grouping of instruments
The rest of the evening was
devoted to 20th century music As if
by magic when Brian Dykstra the

pianist Robert Hamilton the
violinist and Nancy Garlick the
clarinetist began the Bartok the
whole tone of the evening changed
written by the greatest
Contrasts

Hamilton and Ms Garlick responded
to the many challenges with zest yet
with the equilibrium so crucial to the
performing of chamber works
A-

fter the intermission the trio

performed Darius Milhards Suite
for Violin Clarinet and Piano
Milhard is always fun and this work
is no exception Each performer and
particularly Mr Dykstra played the
saucy melodies with all requisite
humor It was a thoroughly pleasant
mouthful of a piece and as a jazzinspired work an excellent prelude to
L
Stravinskys
Historite du
Soldat which followed
Scott Joplins The Easy Winners
A Ragtime Two- step was the final
work on the program It was a fitting
close to an evening of primarily jazzUnfortinspired compositions
unately however the juxtaposition

Members of the Wooster Trio
and there is probably not a great deal
of all Hungarian composers was
ot music composed for that parcommissioned in the 1930s by Benny

ticular mixture Nevertheless the
program was as varied as it could
possibly be Perhaps it was even too
varied

The first piece was the Mozart K
to my knowledge it is a fairly
obscure but mature work The trio
did an accurate and clear job to my
ears but also an uninspired one
498

Goodman Further Bartok wrote the
violin part especially for Joseph
Szigeti perhaps the most renowned
violinist of the century
The piece sparkles and crackles
with energy and power There are
long
intricate passages for both
violin and the clarinet both Mr

O O As You Like It
Weds

and embraces the military and moral
confusionof the Vietnam conflict

OOO

Jonah

director

1

1

0pm

Rosse

This cinematic transposition of
one of Shakespeares greatest
comedies creates a richly pastoral
world over which Elizabeth Bergnen
as Rosalind has powerful command
In the idyllic Forest of Arden
Rosalind and her imtimate friend
Celia Sophie Stewart find refuge
from the cruelties of civilization and
court life Joined by other friends

OOO

French wEnglish subtitles Sat
Mar 28 10 pm Rosse Sun Mar
29 8 pm Rosse
Jonah Who Will be 25 in the Year
2000 is the story of eight
individuals in Geneva looking for
answers following the 1968 political
upheavals in Switzerland
Though they might be considered
outcasts of sorts they are minor
prophets in their own ways Alain

Tanner

Apr

00

from the court Rosalind

breaks

from social convention by actively
wooing the lovesick Orlando
Laurence Olivier But even in
Arden Rosalind is constrained by
her sex and must take on the disguise
of a young man as she wittily yet
tenderly tests her lovers sincerity
The film script is considerably
shorter than the original text with
the result that much greater emphasis
is placed on the single character

records their

on one is a bank secretary
who engages in Tantric sex practices
one is a teacher fired for instructing
Marxism one is a cashier who undercharges the elderly and others grow
organic vegetables
goings-

Rosalind

than Shakespeare

in-

tended The sublimely melancholic
effect of Jacques and the uniquely
wry humor of Touchstone is all but
lost under Czinners direction but
considering that a cinematic genius
would be needed to match
Shakespeares talents in his own
medium this film effects a superior

There is an optimism to the film- the
eight
band together as the

metaphorical parents of Jonah
potential savior of their dreams the
socialist society they envision Jonah
Who Will be 25 in the Year 2000 is
more comedy than drama though It
is thought provoking but mainly
entertaining

and alluring expression of
illusory world of Arden

the

in

Southeast Asia the story takes place
during the time when the US sent
advisors
who theoretically only
aided the ill- trained Vietnamese
troops Director Ted Post effectively
foreshadows the inevitable futility
of the escalation that follows
Anchoring a cast of young actors
Burt Lancaster plays a weary veteran
of World War II and Korea who
commands a variety of appealing
Army types He dispatches his
American squad with a group of
Vietnamese to take and hold a
Each soldier
deserted village
gradually learns to confront the
difficulties of assuming control and
the character developments enhance

MerryGoR- ound

While

the suspense Using raw material from
Daniel Fords novel Incident at Muc
Wa screenwriter Wendell May does
away with the original sentimentality

to

of Stravinsky and Joplin was a bit too
much It were as though I were being
made to listen to scattered snatches
of works as someone whizzed their
fingers across the tuner of a radio
Nor did it seem that Joplins music
lends itself kindly to a small
chamber ensemble like the Wooster
Trio Because of this the program
seemed disjointed
Bui we should not end on a sour
note If the program was in a sense
over- programmed
the playing was
wonderful The performers were
versatile and good- humored They
were always clear and balanced they
produced sonorous melodic sounds
from a collection of instruments
difficult to blend

Fossey Discusses Gorillas
Seeking the life secrets of the
Diane
mountain gorilla 37y- earold
Fossey left her job as an occupational
therapist in California and journeyed
to Africa Tonight at 8 pm in
Rosse Hall Dr Fossey will lecture on
Mountain Gorilla Profile of an
Dr Fosseys
Endangered Species
14 years of intensive study sheds new
light on behavioral and ecological
aspects of the endangered species
Besides conducting a continuous
program of scientific observation
Dr Fossey has fought a vigorous

campaign
against
poachers
and
herdsmen
both
cattle
agriculturalists
threaten
the

t

2

mountain gorillas Dr Fossey will
illustrate her lecture with 35mm color
slides and will entertain questions
after the lecture
Her visit is sponsored by the
Faculty Lectureships Committee

New Art Gallery Opens
The Mather co- ops fourth floor gallery Kenyons new full- time
student showing space opens its spring season this week The schedule
is as follows
March 25- April 17
April 8- April 14
April 15- April 21
April 22- April28
April 29- May 5

Prints and Draw ing by Douglas Dowd
Drawing by Greta Kaemmer
Paintings by Kathy Peterson
Photographs by Chris Bartlett
Photographs by Tom Grimes

The openings wil take place on Wednesday evenings and the public
is invited

Baroque Concert Slated
The Gambier Baroque Ensemble will perform on Sunday March 29
8 pm in Philomathesian Hall The Gambier Baroque Ensemble was
founded at Kenyon in 1966 to perform 17th- and 18th- century chamber
music The program will consist of Concerto in D Major P 201 by
Vivaldi a sonata in D major for flute and continuo by Quantz Suite in
D Major for harpsichord by Purcell
Lord What is Man and
Wondorous Machine by Purcell Sonata No 3 in E Major for
Harpsichord and Violin by JS Bach and three works by Telemann in
honor of the three- hundredth anniversary of his birth Trio Sonata in A
Minor for recorder violin and continuo Cantata 22 Triumphierende
Versohner tritt aus deiner Kluft hervor and Quartet in D Minor for
Musique de Table GBE members include James Bailey flute Lois
Brehm harpsichord Katherine Robinson violin Kenneth Taylor
recorders and viola da gamba Janet Slack viola da gamba Bailey is a
resident of Columbus the others are members of Kenyons faculty The
performance Sunday is open to the public without charge
at

Iiigc

the Redoubtable Swimmin

For

ANDREW HUGGINS

By

Five years
first varsity
which won

ago Kenyon fielded its
womens swim team
its first of five straight

State championships Two
ago eight team members
in Cedar
traveled to Coe College
Iowa for the AIAW
Rapids
where
Division III Championships
The teams
thev finished 26th
then cannot be easily
history
categorized into a kind of

Ohio

weekends

Lookhowfarw-

from the

theyve had relative success
beginning

very

better

just as the mens team is a far
team now than even four years

aso

so

But

the womens team
season coached by both Jim
and Karen Burke has made a
of quantum leaps which will
Kenyon at the top of Ohio
eventually National
perhaps
etition for years to come

this
Steen
series

keep

and
comp-

example in 1979 Katrina
Singer became the first woman from
Kenyon to score at Nationals and
this
thus gain All- American status
year all eight of the swimmers who
made Allswam at Nationals
American And while the teams 26th
place finish with 44 points is a far cry
423 point
from Hamlin Colleges
first place it was as recent as three
For

years ago that Kenyon qualified its
first swimmer ever for the national
meet So although the improvement
has been relativemost teams would
be happy with merely one state
championship
it has still been
remarkable
And this years performance at
Nationals is surely a sign of future
success Of the eight swimmers who
competed five were freshmen who
were joined by one junior and two
seniors
Relays were the main attraction for
the women as they swam four and
placed from 13th the 200 medley to
15th both the 400 medley and 400
freestyle In the 200 medley freshman Kris Kennard and Ann Batchelder were joined by senior Katrina
Singer and junior Laura Chase for a
13th place finish in 15759 In the
800 freestyle relay the three
remaining freshmen Rose Brintlinger Amy Rentschler and Lynne
Ruess took 15th place with Chase
anchoring the team
In the 400 medley relay Singer
Chase Kennard and Rentschler were
14th with a 41843 while the 400
freestyle relay of Batchelder Rentschler senior Lisa Sanders and
Brintlinger finished 15th in 34970
Laura Chase Katrina Singer and
Rose Brintlinger were the three
women who swam in individual
events Chase swam in both the 50

Standard Breaks Mile
By

2-

1
jr

mens track team traveled to

The

Wesleyan on March 6 and 7
to compete in the O AC I ndoor Track

OAC
11th
to score points in only the

managing

mile run

dominated

Baldwi- nWallace

the

winning by over sixty points
with a total of 1632
easily outdistancing second place Mt Unions
96 Otterbein finished third followed
by Ohio Wesleyan
Wittenberg
Denison
Wooster Ohio Northern
meet

Oberlin

Capital

and

Kenyon

One

of Kenyons greatest women

athletes
Katrina
season
meter

DALE WEST

All-

American swimmer

Singer went out in style this
by placing third in the 200
backstroke at Nationals The

good-

natured

Co-

Captain of the

womens

swim team accomplished
roany impressive
firsts her four
years at Kenyon
She not only improved her own
status in swimming
by becoming
an AU- American as a
sopnomore but also led
the way in
helping the womens swim team
boast eight AllAmericans in this her
senior year
Singer

started to swim when she
years old on her country
Ws team She then swam in high
school on the
mens swimming squad
and on an
AAU team She amazingly
PPed off this
unique pre- college
as 11

rr

as Co- Captain
her senior year
Singer entered

earn

of the mens

her freshman year

Kenyon after the women had
Ptured their first OAC Conference
ctry The season was a short one
m8 in the fall
but the team was
because no one was cut In her
Pnomore year she travelled alone
Nationals the only member of the
to qualify She returned as
u7yons flrst woman AU- American
mmer having
placed 6th in the
meter backstroke and 13th in the
meter individual medley Junior

i

Freshmen Rose Brintlinger was one of eight women swimmers to achieve All

and 100 yard breaststrokes and
placed 11th in the finals of the 50
with a time of 3302 which earned
her All- American status in addition
to her three relays Brintlinger
competed in the 500 free and the 650
free and placed 17th in the latter
event Her time of 181535 would
have been 6th last year
1

Singer closed out a superlative
college career see accompanying
article with a 3rd place finish of
21447 in the 200 yard back her
highest finish ever at Nationals
Coach Steen was frank about how

from 938 to
accomplishment

92444

extremely well

werent scoring

lot of

a

points but we were getting into the
top twelve which was our goal The
biggest
problem still is inexperience but most of the girls were
so naive if you will that they never
considered they couldnt go fast
We were really psyched by all the

support weve received

added

The change in attitude

Singer

status

about this team more hard work a
little more intense has also been very
good
It has indeed been very good
especially for a team that was already
a four- time state champion entering
this years season The question now
is how much better can the squad
become Take one look at Steens
track record and the rest of the
Swimmin
Women returning next
year including 6 All- Americans and
the answer seems pretty obvious But
for posteritys sake Coach Steen has
a reply ready
Itll be a few years
off yet he says but were aiming
for number one

We swam superbly
the team did
For a first team showing they did

We

A merican

11

quite an

Both Helme and
Fox failed to place even though Fox
threw 45- in the shot put his best
toss this year

Only three members from Kenyon
qualified from the preliminary events
forthe finals Mike Helme ran a
22332 in the 1000- yard run his best
time in that event Tim Fox qualified
in the shot put and Bob Standard
qualified in the mile and two- mile
Standard won his heat in the mile
preliminaries lowering the school
record from 426 to 4237 In the
finals though Standard got himself
boxed in by the other runners and
failed to place He rebounded
however in the two- mile finishing
sixth and lowered the school record

The outdoor season begins right
away with a home meet Saturday
March 28 against Capital The

other two home meets are on
April 18 against
Saturday
Muskingum and Wednesday April
against Marietta The team
hopes to keep lowering its times
and also to add depth in the field
events especially in the triple jump
high jump and long jump which
caused them to lose a number of
22

close meets

Katrina Singer s Fabulous Four Years
By

fcafc

1

Ohio

Championships
Out of the 14
schools
Kenyon finished

t

Mile Records

respectively
Muskingum Marietta
and Heidelberg didnt pick up any
points failing to place in any events

STEVE BEHRENDT

ive

It Was Quite a Show at Coe

article

evecome

two-

Women

l

year she wasnt swimming well and
cut her season short not anticipating
the excitement her senior year was
going to bring
This season the Ohio Athletic
Conference opted for a longer winter
season for the women which Singer
a great advancement for
called
The season has
Ohio swimming
become more comparable to one that
trains and prepares National caliber
swimmers The men and women both
worked out at Nautilus shared the
pool for practices everyday went to
Florida a first for the women and
finally sent teams to both Division
III National Championships another
first for the women
Practice was more intense this
Singer admitted There were
year
cuts for the first time on the womens
team and Coach Steen added Coach
Karen Burke to his staff as an
assistant Singer was impressed not
only by Burkes interest in learning
the techniques involved in swimming
but also by her enthusiasm which
rubbed off onto the team The
womens squad this year was really
close in Singers estimation and she
added that Conference was the
highlight for the team because
everything and everyone came
as the ladies beat a tough
together
Wooster team for the championship
Nationals for her this year was
quite a different experience from two
years ago Kenyon sent eight girls

and they all came back AllAmericans The team was 26th out of
the 92 competing but Singer encouragingly added that Steen was
shooting for the top and that she
knows he will get a team there
For Singer swimming isnt only
her fast times or her top finish in
her events it is also a pastime of
enjoyment She has derived pleasure
from swimming all of her life and
part of it is due to the fact that she
has enjoyed the people on her various
teams This season the girls on the
team were closer than ever making
her final year all the more rewarding
and fun
With the new longer swimming
season increased recruiting by Steen
and the brand new pool in the ARC
Singer sees Kenyon getting more
experienced and better quality
women swimmers but she hopes the
closeness
of the team will also con
tinue
Some say that achievement in
swimming is dependent upon the
individuals own time and effort put
into practice which is partly true
But Singer emphasizes the importance of athletes pulling not only
for themselves but for one another
The excitement of competitive
swimming for her is seeing her
teammates yelling for her every
stroke of her eventsit was a great
feeling to know that they were there
pulling for me

Bob Standard Andrew Huggins and Ed Corcoran at the OAC Championships
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Spring that time of year when the
entire baseball world leaves the cold
and wetness behind and heads south
to tropical climates Beneath the sun
players re- acquaint themselves with
the subtleties of hitting and fielding
managements spend millions of
dollars whipping up trades
guaranteed to improve records and
attendance managers make optimistic forecasts for the season the
media eyes young prospects and
aging stars and retirees sit comfortable wearing golf caps sur-

Athletic Conference Kenyon will be
battling teams like Otterbein
Wooster and Ohio Northern who
play 60 to 70 games a year and begin
practice in the fall
But the Lords will face the
coming season positively stronger in
ranks than last year Ohio State sent

Not to be left out Kenyons
baseball entourage peddled soft

drinks during basketball games this
winter then crammed themselves
into a few cars and drove to
Sanford
sunny
beautiful
Florida for the first week of Spring

Junior Co- Captain
Vacation
second baseman Paul Mathews

described the trip as business- like
adding that it was a time for
figuring out positions and tuning
up pitchers for the 26- game schedule
Although it is not terribly important whether teams win or lose in
pre- season play Kenyon fared better
than it has in quite a few years
winning four games and losing three
The victories were over Manhattanville College Washington of
Maryland and Swarthmore twice
The Lords enter the new season
strong and optimistic due to pitching
depth they have not enjoyed in recent
years Junior Mike Voigt heads the
staff followed by sophomore Tom

Cooper and freshman fireballer

Gary Vucek Calling signals for them
will be senior Co- Captain Skip
Rowe who led the team in batting
last year First base will be occupied
by senior Dave Gingery second base
by Mathews
Chip
and junior
Mesics guards the line at third
The outfield was the main source
of concern following the graduation
of Kevin Spence and Nelson Roe
However this years group should
more than make up for the losses
Sophomore Graham Heasley who
hit the ball solidly last season will
move from back- up catcher to right
field junior Bob Manowitz will rove
centerfield and freshman Vucek will
patrol left
This is not to say that there will not
be hot competition for starting
positions Co- Captain Mathews
stressed that the team had depth
He added
and looked solid
Were looking for a big improvement over last year
Improvement could mean just being
competitive in the tough Ohio
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Internationally prominent journalist Penny Lernoux and two
clergymen expelled for their commitment to liberation theology will be
at Kenyon March 27- 29 for a three- day conference on liberation
movements in Latin America sponsored by Kenyons chaplains office
and the Great Lakes College Association The conference will provide a
first- hand account of the current clash in Latin America between
religious activists and ruling regimes supported by US military aid and
corporate investments
a detailed
Cry of the People
Lernoux wrote the
American involvement in
indictment of what she calls
the rise of fascism torture and murder and the persecution of the
Catholic Church in Latin America Ms Leroux has reported on Latin
American affairs for nearly 20 years For the excellence of her work she
has won numerous honors including two citiations from the Overseas
Press Club of America In 1980 she was awarded the Maria Moors
Cabot Award from the Columbia University Graduate School of
Journalism- the most prestigious award given in the United States for
reporting on Latin America
Other speakers for the series of talks and panel discussions will
include the Reverend Joel Gajardo a Presbyterian pastor exiled from
his native Chile and formerly with the Latin American desk of the
National Council of Churches and the Reverend Roy Bourgeois a
Roman Catholic Maryknoll priest who has been expelled from Bolivia
Two films are also scheduled
in addition Kenyons Association
for Cultural Exchange has arranged a debate on Transnationals and
International Monetary Fund in Latin America between James
Weekly and Stephen Hill of the Department of International Trade and
Management at the University of Toledo
The agenda for the conference on liberation theology in Latin
America is as follows
Friday March 27 Penny Lernoux will lecture on The Church the
State and Transnationals Brazil an Advanced Case at 8 pm
Saturday March 28 Joel Gajardo will lecture on The Theology of
Liberation A South American View at 1030 am
Roy Bourgeois will lecture on The Theology of Liberation A North
American View at 1115 am
The films Revolution or Death and Controlling Interest will be
screened at 2

1
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Seems Like Old Times

Starring
Goldie Hawn
Chevy Chase
Charles Grodin
Rated PG
Tue Th Sat Sun 2 pm 430 715945
Mon WedFri715pm945Sat11am

GAMBIERS VILLAGE
GROCERY

iEiiEomzi2n
S

WINE MEAT AND PRODUCE

BEER

St

11

I On

Gaskin Avenue

12

1

Man

CLEARANCE SALE
March 26 April 4
Fujita Leather Saddles
Brooks Pro Select Saddle Kit
Cycle Pro Nylon Handlebar Bags
Fuji Gran Tour green 25 12- speed

1

2
3
4

VILLAGE BICYCLE SHOP
427-

1800 Sale 1200
4600 Sale 3700
1200 Sale 600

Reg
Reg
Reg
Reg

235 Sale

205

behind Farr

3404

Hall

Dragon

pm

Please note All events are in the Biology Auditorium

Ar
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Day is Approaching

Are you frustrated with the weather Are you sick of passing the
same faces on Middle Path Do you feel that the housing situation is
unequal Are you still enjoying Custom foods Are you tired of
trudging through the mud on Middle Path Well there is a light shining
at the end of the tunnel
Come one come all to what is guaranteed to be an extraordinary
day Sharpen your rakes unveil your work clothes and put on your
boots the infamous Middle Path Day is approaching
In all seriousness the Day will be your chance to prove your worth to
society your strength to fellow beings and your devotion to liberal arts
education Come out and release your frustrations enjoy the fresh air
rake a few leaves and be happy Rakes music and fun provided
Middle Path Day begins April 18 at 100 pm

week program June

1

Tue Th Sal Sun 2 pm 430 715
945
Mon Wed Fri 715pm 945Sat11am

THE VILLAGE
MARKET

pm

Senior College Women
Earn a certificate in
ESSENTIALS OF
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

fHATH
A1
Vvl
IIVl
GDLLEGE

Elliot Gould
Bill Cosby

The debate between Stephen and James Weekly on Transnationals
and the International Monetary Fund in Latin America will be at 8

Get into Business
Six-

Max Devlin and the Devil
Starring

there are problems with the field
Williams called the infield shaky
and described the dirt surrounding
the infield as
like playing on a
beach
But he felt that conditions
would soon be improved The season
formally begins this Saturday away
at Marietta

Liberation Movement
Conference to be Held

veying it all

Fire Alarms

some coaches up to give tips on
batting which proved beneficial and
the brand new playing field should
give the team a psychological lift
The field is equipped with dugouts a
warning track and fence luxuries
that Kenyon baseball teams have
never experienced before However

198i

Now Playing

Spring and Baseball Like America Apple Pie
By DAVE DEACON

26

21-

July

31

1981

Write EBA Director
Chatham Pnllono WnnrllanH
Pittsburgh PA 15232
Call 41244- 18200
x 216
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Kites have arrived
I

45

Anrr

Chinese paper Dragons

Storm Cellar

gambier

1- 1530

pm

Mon- Sat

TWO FOR

ONE

Buy one Rax Roast Beef Sandwich
at the regular price and get

another

one free with this coupon
Each coupon requires
a separate purchase
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